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Abstract. Predicted changes in Southern Hemisphere (SH) precipitation3
and Antarctic ice mass correspond to variations in the meridional moisture4
flux (MMF). Thirty-five years of ERA-Interim reanalysis data are combined5
with an extra-tropical cyclone (ETC) identification and tracking algorithm6
to investigate factors controlling SH MMF variability in the mid-latitudes7
and near Antarctica. ETC characteristics which exert the strongest control8
on ETC MMF are determined thus identifying which ETCs contribute most9
to SH moisture transport. ETC poleward propagation speed exerts the strongest10
control on the ETC MMF across the Antarctic coastline. In SH winter, ETCs11
with the largest poleward propagation speeds transport 2.5 times more mois-12
ture than an average ETC. In the mid-latitudes, ETC genesis latitude and13
poleward propagation speed have a similar influence on ETC MMF. Surpris-14
ingly, ETC maximum vorticity has little control on ETC MMF. Cyclone com-15
positing is used to determine the reasons for these statistical relationships.16
ETCs generally exhibit a dipole of poleward and equatorward MMF down-17
stream and upstream of the cyclone centre respectively. However, ETCs with18
the largest poleward propagation speeds resemble open frontal waves with19
strong poleward moisture transport downstream of the cyclone centre only20
and thus result in the largest MMF. These results suggest that inhomoge-21
neous trends and predicted changes in precipitation over Antarctica may be22
due to changes in cyclone track orientation, associated with changes to the23
large-scale background flow, in addition to changes in cyclone number or in-24
tensity.25
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1. Introduction
Atmospheric water vapor plays a fundamental role in determining the state of the26
Earth’s climate. Water vapor is a powerful greenhouse gas and thus its distribution influ-27
ences global temperature patterns. Furthermore, the spatial distribution of water vapor,28
and in particular the convergence of water vapor, is strongly correlated with precipitation29
patterns. However, water vapor is distributed inhomogeneously across the globe. Typ-30
ically the atmospheric moisture content is largest at the equator and near the surface31
and smallest at the poles and in the upper troposphere due to the Clausius-Clapeyron32
equation (which determines the water holding capacity of the atmosphere and predicts an33
increase of 7% for every 1◦C rise in temperature). However, the atmospheric circulation34
transports moisture meridionally and vertically resulting in complex spatial patterns and35
intrusions of moist air into the mid and high latitudes and mid to upper troposphere.36
To identify which aspects of the circulation are most important in the meridional trans-37
port of moisture, the flow can be decomposed into the mean meridional circulation, sta-38
tionary eddies and transient eddies. Tieta¨va¨inen and Vihma [2008] and Tsukernik and39
Lynch [2013] applied this traditional flow decomposition method to ERA-40 and ERA-40
Interim data respectively. Tieta¨va¨inen and Vihma [2008] showed that 85% of the total41
poleward moisture transport at 60◦S is due to transient eddies, whereas using the newer42
reanalysis Tsukernik and Lynch [2013] found that transient eddies were responsible for43
81% of the total moisture transport at 60◦S. Transient eddies, deviations from the zonal44
and temporal mean, include extra-tropical cyclones (ETCs). Therefore, changes to either45
the number or location of ETCs is likely to alter the poleward moisture transport and46
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precipitation patterns in the mid and high latitudes. Many studies have considered how47
the storm tracks are likely to change in the future in both the northern and southern48
hemispheres [e.g. Fyfe, 2003; Wang and Swail , 2006]. However, precipitation patterns49
could also change if the variability of extra-tropical cyclones and the amount of moisture50
transported by an ETC changes even if the number of ETCs remains the same.51
Changes to moisture transport by ETCs in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) potentially52
could have major impacts. The Antarctic ice sheet is the largest potential source of53
future sea level rise due to its large mass [Schoen et al., 2015]. Variability in Antarctic ice54
mass is determined by the balance between precipitation accumulation over the continent55
and mass loss due to melting, sublimation and ice calving [Bromwich, 1990; Davis et al.,56
2005; Seo et al., 2015; Roberts et al., 2015]. Since a large fraction of the precipitation in57
Antarctica is associated with ETCs, changes in ETC number and moisture transport that58
result in a changed distribution of precipitation will be important for future Antarctic ice59
mass [Noone et al., 1999; Papritz et al., 2014; Altnau et al., 2015]. There is evidence to60
suggest that only a few ETCs are responsible for the majority of the precipitation over61
Antarctica, particularly in the interior of the continent [Bromwich, 1988; Krinner et al.,62
1997; Gorodetskaya et al., 2014]. This motivates an investigation of what factors lead to63
the greatest variability in the amount of moisture an ETC can transport polewards.64
The structure of ETCs has been extensively studied and conceptual cyclone models65
developed [e.g. Bjerknes and Solberg , 1922; Shapiro and Keyser , 1990]. Carlson [1980]66
presented the conveyor belt cyclone model which includes three main air streams: a warm67
conveyor belt (WCB), a cold conveyor belt (CCB) and the dry intrusion. The WCB68
originates in the boundary layer, ascends and moves polewards. Although the conceptual69
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models have been developed primarily based on northern hemisphere (NH) observations,70
studies indicate that ETCs in the SH do not differ significantly from those occurring71
in the NH. For example, Field and Wood [2007] compared ETCs in the North Atlantic,72
North Pacific, South Atlantic and South Pacific using satellite data and concluded that the73
cloud and precipitation properties of ETCs with a given strength and water vapor path are74
similar in all ocean basins. Furthermore, Govekar et al. [2011] created three-dimensional75
composites of southern hemisphere extra-tropical cyclones using satellite and reanalysis76
data and concluded that the structure of SH ETCs agrees well with conceptual models77
with both the warm conveyor belt and dry intrusion being evident in their composites.78
The poleward transport of moisture is determined by the water vapor content of the79
atmosphere and the meridional wind velocity. As atmospheric moisture content is largest80
at the equator and smallest at the poles, poleward moving airflows, such as the WCB,81
generally result in a poleward transport of moist air and equatorward moving airflows82
(e.g. the CCB and dry intrusion) an equatorward transport of drier air. Within ETCs83
the meridional wind velocity is the sum of the meridional velocity of the airflows within84
the ETC (ETC-relative airflows) and the meridional velocity of the ETC itself (ETC85
propagation velocity). The poleward airflow in ETCs is concentrated in the ascending86
moist warm conveyor belt whilst the equatorward airflow occurs in the descending dry87
intrusion airflow behind the cold front (Figure 1a). As the warm conveyor belt originates88
at lower altitudes and closer to the equator than the dry intrusion, the net ETC-relative89
meridional moisture flux (MMF) usually contributes a poleward component to the total90
MMF associated with ETCs. This suggests that more intense ETCs, with stronger ETC-91
relative winds, will transport more moisture polewards than weaker ETCs. The ETC92
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propagation velocity on the other hand can result in either a poleward or an equatorward93
MMF contribution to the total MMF associated with ETCs depending on their direction94
of travel. Thus ETCs with more meridional tracks (large poleward propagation velocity)95
are likely to transport more moisture polewards than those with more zonal tracks (smaller96
poleward propagation velocity, Figure 1b). Finally, ETCs generated at low-latitudes may97
transport more moisture polewards than those generated at high-latitudes due to higher98
atmospheric moisture content at their genesis locations (Figure 1c) and along the tracks99
that they subsequently follow.100
The primary aim of this paper is to identify the synoptic-scale ETCs that contribute the101
greatest amount to meridional moisture flux variability. This is achieved by analyzing the102
relationships between ETC genesis latitude, intensity, meridional propagation velocity,103
and the MMF. The second aim is to quantify how the spatial pattern of MMF varies104
between ETCs with different genesis latitude, intensity, meridional propagation velocity105
and how the net MMF varies at different stages of the ETC development. This second106
aim is achieved by creating composites of ETC MMF.107
The structure of this paper is as follows. The reanalysis data used in this study along108
with the methods are described in section 2. A climatology of the zonal mean total MMF109
and ETC MMF is shown in section 3 before the main results are presented in sections 4110
and 5. The conclusions are presented in section 6.111
2. Data and Method
This study utilizes 35 years of ERA-Interim reanalysis data from 1979 to 2013. ERA-112
Interim data has a spatial resolution of approximately 80 km (T255 spectral) and a tem-113
poral resolution of 6 hours, allowing the evolution of synoptic-scale weather systems to114
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be captured. Pressure level data, with a vertical resolution of 25 hPa between 1000 hPa115
and 700 hPa and 50 hPa between 700 hPa and 300 hPa, are analyzed.116
From ERA-Interim, the tracks of all ETCs in the SH (0 - 90◦S) are identified using117
an objective feature tracking algorithm, TRACK ([Hodges , 1994, 1995]) which has been118
applied in numerous previous studies [e.g. Hoskins and Hodges , 2005; Jung et al., 2012;119
Zappa et al., 2013]. TRACK identifies localized cyclonic maxima in the 850-hPa relative120
vorticity (positive in the Northern Hemisphere and negative in the Southern Hemisphere).121
Before the tracking is performed, the large-scale background field is removed from the full122
relative vorticity field by setting the coefficients for total wavenumbers less than or equal123
to five to zero. Small scale noise and mesoscale variability is also removed by truncating124
the relative vorticity to T42 spectral resolution which ensures that only synoptic-scale125
extra-tropical cyclones are identified. The output from TRACK consists of the longitude,126
latitude and relative vorticity of each point (every 6 hours) along each ETC track from127
genesis to lysis. Thus, one complete track is considered as one ETC. From this output, the128
genesis latitude, maximum intensity and the average poleward propagation speed between129
the time of genesis and the time of maximum intensity is calculated for each track / ETC.130
Initially all localized cyclonic vorticity maximas between the equator and south pole are131
identified and tracked, however, those which remain north of 30◦S for their entire life time132
are excluded from the analysis as they are likely tropical, not extra-tropical, cyclones.133
Furthermore, only ETCs which have cyclonic relative vorticity values exceeding 1 × 10−5134
s−1 are retained. Finally the tracks are filtered to remove stationary or short-lived ETCs;135
only tracks which are at least 1000 km long and last for at least 2 days are retained. The136
tracks are available from zenodo [Sinclair and Dacre, 2019].137
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The total vertically integrated meridional moisture flux, MMFTOT, is also calculated
from ERA-Interim and is given by
MMFTOT = −1
g
∫ p2
p1
(vq)dp (1)
where v is the meridional wind component, q is the specific humidity, g is the gravitational138
constant, p1 is 1000 hPa and p2 is 300 hPa. The negative sign is introduced so that139
poleward moisture transport in the southern hemisphere is defined to be be positive.140
The MMF from lower-latitudes can be used as a proxy for precipitation [Tsukernik and141
Lynch, 2013] which is particularly useful over the Antarctic continent as ERA-Interim142
precipitation is not very reliable over the interior of Antarctica due to the limited number143
of assimilated observations such as radiosonde humidity profiles.144
2.1. Masking approach
To calculate the vertically integrated meridional moisture flux due to ETCs (MMFETC),
the ETC tracks are combined with a masking method. We follow Hawcroft et al. [2012] and
assume that the area influenced by an ETC is given by a circle of constant radius centered
on the localized cyclonic vorticity maximas identified by TRACK. Thus, an “ETC mask”
is calculated for each time step where the regions influenced by an ETC are given a value
of one (i.e. they are inside the ETC mask) and regions that are not influenced are given
a value of zero (i.e. they are outside the ETC mask). MMFETC is then calculated by
MMFETC = MMFTOT ×mask. (2)
This ETC tracking and masking approach allows the MMF due to certain subsets of145
ETCs, e.g. those with certain characteristics, to be calculated. In this study, ETCs are146
subset based on their maximum intensity, genesis latitude and meridional propagation147
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velocity. For each variable, six bins were created (see Table 1). However, the tracking and148
masking approach does have disadvantages, one of which is the assumption that ETCs149
have a constant radius. Rudeva and Gulev [2007] showed that cyclone radius (calculated150
to be where the first radial derivative of SLP becomes zero) varies during the cyclone life151
cycle and can vary from 300 km over continents to more than 900 km over oceans. Here152
we use a constant radius of 12 degrees except in DJF (southern hemisphere summer) when153
a radius of 11 degrees is used. These values were selected based on previous studies [e.g.154
Utsumi et al., 2016; Hawcroft et al., 2012; Zappa et al., 2015] and by visually examining155
composite cyclones. The sensitivity of ETC MMF to the choice of radius was investigated156
(Figure 2). As expected, increasing the radius from 8 to 12 degrees increases the amount157
of MMFETC. Changing the radius does not alter the latitude of the maximum MMFETC158
nor how MMFETC varies with latitude. The sensitivity of the results to the choice of radius159
(R) is considered further in sections 3 and 4, however, the choice of radius does not affect160
the main conclusions of this study.161
2.2. Cyclone composite approach
The masking approach has the advantages that all ETCs can be easily included in162
the analysis and that it is simple to determine the MMF due to ETCs across any given163
latitude. However, disadvantages of this approach include that all stages of ETCs are164
considered together (i.e intensification and decay) and that the spatial pattern of MMF165
relative to the center of a ETC cannot be determined. Thus, to complement the masking166
approach, a cyclone compositing approach is also taken. We follow the method previously167
used by Catto et al. [2010] and Dacre et al. [2012] to create cyclone composites of the168
meridional moisture flux (MMF), total column water vapor (TCWV) and mean sea level169
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pressure (MSLP). First, the ETC tracks identified by TRACK that are to be included in170
each composite are selected. Following a similar approach to Rudeva and Gulev [2011],171
who created cyclone composites for subsets of North Atlantic cyclones based on their172
intensity and lysis regions, we create composites for each of our bins (Table 1). For each173
composite 200 individual ETCs are selected from the ”top” end of each bin. For example,174
for the speed bin 0 - 2 degrees per day, all ETCs in this bin are identified and ordered175
in terms of their speed and the top 200 from this bin (i.e. the fastest moving ETCs) are176
then selected to create the composite from. Cyclones were selected from the top of each177
bin to make sure that the composites had limited variability in terms of the predictor178
variable. Second, the position of each ETC at different offset times relative to the time179
of maximum vorticity are determined. Five different offset times are considered: 48 and180
24 hours before the time of maximum intensity, the time of maximum intensity and 24181
and 48 hours after the time of maximum intensity. Composites are created for each offset182
time. Third, a radial coordinate system with a radius of 12 degrees (11 degrees in DJF) is183
defined and centered on each cyclone center at each offset time. MMF, TCWV, and MSLP184
from ERA-Interim gridded fields are then interpolated onto this radial grid. Finally, to185
reduce smoothing errors, the cyclones are rotated so that all travel due east and then the186
MMF, TCWV and MSLP on the radial grid are averaged. The composite ETC is the187
simple arithmetic mean of the 200 individual, rotated ETCs.188
3. Climatology of Total and ETC Meridional Moisture Flux
We represent the zonally averaged MMF by MMF , where the over bar denotes a zon-189
ally averaged quantity. MMFTOT varies between seasons (Figure 3a). Between 40 and190
50◦S, MMFTOT is largest in March-April-May but at 65◦S (approximately at the Antarc-191
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tic coastline), the largest values of MMFTOT occur in June-July-August (JJA) despite192
the atmospheric moisture content being smallest in JJA. This JJA maximum can be ex-193
plained by considering the moisture transported by ETCs: at 65◦S, MMFETC is largest194
in JJA (7.37 kg m−1s−1 if R=8 degrees; 11.7 kg m−1s−1 if R=12 degrees) and smallest in195
December-January-February (DJF, 5.2 kg m−1s−1 if R=8 degree; 7.9 kg m−1s−1 if R=12196
degrees). This seasonal variation in MMFETC is because in DJF and MAM the storm197
track is more zonal and closer to the pole than in JJA and September-October-November198
(SON) [Hoskins and Hodges , 2005]. In JJA and SON the storm track is more asymmetric199
with a spiral from the Atlantic and Indian Oceans towards Antarctica [Williams et al.,200
2007]. Thus, despite the atmospheric moisture content being largest in DJF, the max-201
imum moisture transport to the Antarctic coastline occurs in JJA due to the increased202
number of ETCs that cross 65◦S. In all 35 years of data, 3944 ETC tracks cross the 65◦S203
latitude circle in JJA compared to 2698 in DJF.204
The percentage of MMF due to ETCs depends strongly on what radius is selected. At205
50◦S in JJA, assuming radii of 8, 10, 11 and 12 degrees, ETCs are identified as being206
responsible for 49%, 67%, 74% and 81% of the MMFTOT . The corresponding values in207
DJF are 54%, 72%, 79% and 85% respectively (Figures 3a and 3b).Rudeva and Gulev208
[2011] noted that ETCs in the North Atlantic, on average, do not have air-sea turbulent209
fluxes associated with them which are climatologically excessive once the ratio of the210
area affected by an ETC is compared to the total area. To ascertain if a similar result211
exists in terms of MMF, we determine if the areas influenced by extra-tropical cyclones212
have much greater MMF per unit area than those areas not influenced by an ETC. Two213
ratios are calculated: the ratio of the ETC-related MMF to the total MMF and the ratio214
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of the number of grid points affected by an ETC to the total number of grid points.215
For both ratios a radius of 12 degrees was used for JJA and 11 degrees for DJF. We then216
compare these two ratios. In JJA at 60◦S, ETCs are responsible for 83% of the total MMF217
(assuming R=12 degrees) while ETCs influence 81% of grid points at 60◦S (Figures 3c).218
In DJF (assuming R=11 degrees), the respective values are 85% and 75% (Figures 3d).219
Thus, ETCs are only responsible for slightly more meridional moisture transport than220
what would be expected in a climatological sense. However, if only poleward moving221
ETCs are considered, ETCs are responsible for 84% of the total MMF in JJA yet only222
influence 60% of grid points. In DJF, poleward moving ETCs are responsible for 91% of223
the total MMF but influence only 58% of grid points. It is thus apparent that equatorward224
moving ETCs contribute negatively to the net ETC-related MMF in DJF, and contribute225
very little to the net ETC-related MMF in JJA. If only ETCs which move polewards226
between the time of genesis and time of maximum intensity are considered, as is the case227
in the remainder of this paper, then it can be concluded that ETCs contribute more to228
the net poleward moisture transport than would be expected based on the ratio of the229
area affected by an ETC to the total area.230
4. Characteristics of ETCs
Is it just the number of ETCs that control the MMFETC or do the characteristics of
individual ETCs play a role in determining how much moisture is transported polewards
in the southern hemisphere? To answer this question we normalized the sum of MMFETC
at each grid point calculated over all time steps in each season by the sum of the mask
counts at each grid point (i.e. the number of times a grid point has been affected by a
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ETC),
|MMFETC| =
∑
MMFETC
#masks
, (3)
to obtain |MMFETC| where the vertical bars denote the average MMF per ETC. The231
zonal mean of this quantity is represented by |MMFETC|. We now focus only on two232
seasons: JJA and DJF.233
4.1. ETC Genesis Latitude
Figure 4 shows how |MMFETC| varies with ETC genesis latitude in both JJA and DJF234
in the mid-latitudes (50◦S, Figure 4a) and near the Antarctic coastline (65◦S, Figure 4b).235
In JJA at both 50◦ and 65◦S there are large regression (Table 2) and correlation coefficients236
(Table T1 in supporting material) significant at the 99% level, indicating strong linear237
relationships between 90 - genesis latitude (i.e. distance from the pole) and |MMFETC|.238
The large slope shown in Figure 4 therefore demonstrates that genesis latitude contributes239
considerably to the variability in |MMFETC|. This result is not sensitive to the choice of240
radius (Figure S1 in supporting material). Thus, in southern hemisphere winter (JJA)241
ETCs forming closer to the equator lead to more poleward moisture flux than those242
forming further poleward, likely because ETCs generated nearer the equator usually form243
in and track through a moister environment. In DJF, there is also a strong positive linear244
relationship between 90 - genesis latitude (i.e. distance from the pole) and |MMFETC|245
but unlike in JJA, this correlation only exists in the mid-latitudes. In DJF, the linear246
regression coefficients between 90-genesis latitude and |MMFETC| poleward of 65◦ are not247
statistically significant (Table 2) and the correlation coefficients are less than 0.65.248
Figures 5a–c and 6a–c show the spatial pattern of the relationship shown in Figure 4. In249
Figures 5 and 6 blue colors indicate that ETCs in that subset have smaller |MMFETC| than250
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average whilst red colors indicate that they have larger |MMFETC| than average. Average251
|MMFETC| is due to all poleward traveling cyclones at each grid point (i.e. those ETCs252
which moved equatorward between the time of genesis and time of maximum intensity were253
excluded). In general |MMFETC| is greater for ETCs generated at lower latitudes but the254
relationship between |MMFETC| and ETC genesis latitude is not zonally homogeneous255
and varies between seasons (Figures 5a-c, 6a–c). In JJA and DJF there is a strong256
relationship between genesis latitude and |MMFETC| in Pacific sector between 140◦W257
and 60◦W, which is shifted poleward in JJA compared to in DJF. A strong relationship258
is also present in the Indian Ocean between 90◦E and 120◦E in JJA and slightly more to259
the west in DJF - between 60◦E and 90◦E. In particular, ETCs generated north of 45◦S260
(Figure 5c, 6c) appear important for transporting moisture onto the coastal areas of East261
Antarctic. This is consistent with Lagrangian back trajectory studies which show that262
Antarctic precipitation is dominated by moisture from a subtropical/mid-latitude band263
[Delaygue et al., 2000; Sodemann and Stohl , 2009]. In contrast, in the Ross Sea and in the264
Weddell Sea there is little relationship between genesis latitude and |MMFETC| in either265
JJA or DJF.266
4.2. ETC Relative Vorticity
Figure 4 also shows how |MMFETC| varies with ETC maximum 850-hPa cyclonic rela-267
tive vorticity. At 50◦S the regression coefficient between ETC maximum cyclonic relative268
vorticity and |MMFETC| in DJF is 4.31 kg m−1s−1 showing that relative vorticity leads269
to a small amount of variability in |MMFETC|. Moreover, the corresponding correlation270
coefficient is 0.86 and significant at the 95% level (Table T1 in supporting material). In271
JJA, there is no statistically significant correlation between ETC maximum cyclonic rela-272
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tive vorticity at 50◦S demonstrating that ETC maximum cyclonic vorticity does not lead273
to any variability in |MMFETC|274
At 65◦S, the regression coefficient (correlation coefficient) between ETC maximum cy-275
clonic relative vorticity and |MMFETC| in JJA is 2.21 kg m−1s−1 (0.97) (Tables 2 and T1276
in supporting material) showing that near the Antarctic coastline stronger ETCs trans-277
port more moisture polewards than weaker ETCs. Similar statistically significant positive278
correlations are also observed at 55 and 60◦S in JJA. However, in DJF, poleward of 60◦S279
there is no correlation between ETC maximum cyclonic relative vorticity and |MMFETC|280
and the regression coefficients are small or negative. Figure 4 and Table 2 also demon-281
strate that maximum cyclonic vorticity has a weaker relationship with |MMFETC| than282
either genesis latitude or poleward propagation speed in both seasons. This result is also283
not dependent on the choice of radius (Figure S1 in supporting material). Therefore, it284
could be concluded that maximum intensity of ETCs, as measured by cyclonic relative285
vorticity, contributes very little to the variability in |MMFETC| and thus has little impact286
on the moisture flux towards and onto the Antarctic continent. However, the lack of a287
strong correlation in the zonal mean may be due to spatial variations.288
Figures 5d–f and 6d–f show the spatial pattern of the relationship shown in Figure 4.289
In general the weakest ETCs (Figure 5d) contribute below average |MMFETC|, but this is290
confined to the southern Atlantic and Indian Oceans and is only evident in JJA. Even in291
JJA, the strongest ETCs (Figure 5f) only contribute above average |MMFETC| in very few292
areas confirming that the relationship between ETC intensity and |MMFETC| is weak and293
non-existent in some locations. In addition, in the Weddell Sea stronger ETCs contribute294
below average MMF in both JJA and DJF, which is opposite to our hypothesis. The295
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Weddell Sea is a meteorologically complex area due to the occurrence of both katabatic296
and barrier winds and lee side cyclogenesis. Potentially the negative correlation between297
ETC maximum vorticity and MMF in this region is due to the strong horizontal pressure298
gradients associated with intense ETCs which draw in cold continental air on their western299
side and enhance the equatorward katabatic winds [Parish and Bromwich, 1998; Orr et al.,300
2014] and thus reduce the total ETC-related MMF in this region.301
4.3. ETC Poleward Propagation Speed
Figure 4 shows how |MMFETC| varies with ETC poleward propagation speed. Strong302
relationships are evident at both 50 and 65◦S and in both JJA and DJF, however for the303
same latitude the regression coefficients are larger in DJF than in JJA suggesting that304
ETC poleward propagation speed leads to more variability in |MMFETC| in SH summer305
than winter. This is consistent with Pfahl et al. [2014] who used Lagrangian backward306
trajectories to show that moisture transport in summer has a more pronounced meridional307
component than in winter. At 50◦S, the regression coefficient is 27.54 kg m−1s−1 in JJA308
and 37.99 kg m−1s−1 in DJF which is a much stronger relationship than was found between309
ETC maximum vorticity and |MMFETC| at 50◦S but slightly weaker than found between310
genesis latitude and |MMFETC|. This indicates that in the mid-latitudes |MMFETC| is311
most strongly influenced by the genesis latitude of the ETC but that ETC propagation312
speed is also important. At 65◦S, the regression coefficient is 7.86 kg m−1s−1 in JJA and313
10.96 kg m−1s−1 in DJF, both of which are stronger relationships than were found for314
either the ETC genesis latitude or maximum vorticity. Thus, near the Antarctic coastline315
|MMFETC| is most strongly influenced by propagation speed of the ETC. This relationship316
between ETC propagation speed and |MMFETC| likely exists because the moisture flux317
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due to fast moving ETCs may be dominated by the moisture evaporated at the ETC318
genesis location whereas slower moving ETCs likely depend more on moisture acquired319
along their track which will be less than that available at their more equatorward genesis320
locations. As a result, fast moving ETCs have a much larger poleward MMF than slow321
moving ETCs.322
The strong relationship between poleward propagation speed and MMF is fairly spa-323
tially homogeneous (Figure 5g–i) in JJA suggesting that the ETC poleward propagation324
speed is universally important for determining |MMFETC|. In DJF, there is more spatial325
variability, with the strongest relationship observed in the south Atlantic. ETCs with326
large poleward propagation speeds typically results in 2.5 (i.e. log10(2.5) = 0.39) times327
the average |MMFETC|. The SH extra-tropical storm track is more asymmetric in winter328
(JJA) than in summer (DJF), with a spiral from the Atlantic and Indian Oceans towards329
Antarctica [Hoskins and Hodges , 2005]. This is confirmed when the mean poleward prop-330
agation speed of poleward moving ETCs is considered. In JJA, poleward moving ETCs331
have a mean poleward propagation speed of 3.87 degrees latitude by day whereas in DJF332
the mean value is 3.46 degrees per day. Normalized histograms (not shown) also demon-333
strate that a larger percentage of ETCs in JJA have large poleward propagation speeds334
than in DJF: 8.3% of ETCs have a poleward propagation speed greater than 8 degrees per335
day in JJA but only 5.3% do in DJF. This seasonal change in track orientation is thus very336
important for determining the seasonal differences in poleward MMF and precipitation in337
high latitudes and over the Antarctic continent.338
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4.4. Multiple linear regression
The results shown in Figure 4 and Table 2 are based on three independent linear regres-339
sions which were conducted between |MMFETC| and each predictor variable (maximum340
cyclonic vorticity, poleward propagation speed and 90-genesis latitude). Weak but statisti-341
cally significant linear relations exist between the different predictor variables. Therefore,342
to determine if the interaction between the predictors significantly affects the linear rela-343
tionships shown in Figure 4, multiple linear regression between the three predictors and344
|MMFETC| at 50◦S and 65◦S is performed.345
Rather than dividing the data into bins and thus having a sample size of 6 as was
the case for the simple linear regression, here each time step is considered as one sample
resulting in a sample size of 12280 for JJA and 12636 for DJF. First, for each time step
all ETCs which could contribute to MMFETC at either 50
◦S or 65◦S are identified. In JJA,
as the radius of the ETC mask is 12 degrees, this is all ETCs with their center located
between 38◦S and 62◦S for MMFETC at 50◦S and between 53◦S and 77◦S for MMFETC at
65◦S. In DJF, since the radius is 11 degrees, for MMFETC at 50◦S this is all ETCs with
their center between 39◦S and 61◦S and between 54◦S and 76◦S for MMFETC at 65◦S.
The maximum cyclonic vorticity, mean poleward propagation speed between the time of
genesis and time of maximum intensity, and the genesis latitude were obtained for each of
these ETCs. So that ETCs closer to the latitude of interest (i.e. 50◦S or 65◦S) are more
strongly weighted than those further away, the predictor values were weighted by the ratio
of the length of the chord of the ETC mask which lies along the relevant latitude circle
to the maximum ETC mask diameter (22 or 24 degrees). Thus, the weighted predictor
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values (Pweighted) are given by
Pweighted = P × 2
√
(R2 − a2)
2R
(4)
where P is the predictor variable, R is the radius of the ETC mask (11 or 12 degrees)346
and a is the distance in degrees between the center of the ETC and latitude of interest.347
For each time step, the mean value of each weighted predictor values is calculated. Note348
that this is not a zonal mean as there are many points with no ETCs present, but rather349
a mean of the ETCs which influence the MMF at either 50 or 65◦S at each time. Multiple350
linear regression is then performed using the weighted mean predictor variables centered351
on their mean values and normalized by their standard deviations and |MMFETC| at 50◦S352
and 65◦S.353
The multiple linear regression results (Table 3) in general support the results obtained354
from the simple linear regression. Poleward propagation speed is now identified to be355
the most important ETC characteristic influencing how much moisture a given ETC can356
transport poleward; at both 50 and 65◦S and in both JJA and DJF, speed has the largest357
regression coefficient and smallest p-value (not shown). This differs slightly from the358
the results of the simple linear regression where genesis latitude contributed the most to359
|MMFETC| variability in the mid-latitudes. In JJA, the multiple linear regression indi-360
cates that genesis latitude is the second most important ETC characteristic influencing361
variability in MMF. However, in contrast to the results from the simple linear regression,362
the multiple linear regression indicates that ETC maximum vorticity does have a role in363
influencing |MMFETC|. At 50◦S, in both JJA and DJF, there is a positive statistically364
significant regression coefficient between |MMFETC| and ETC maximum vorticity. A365
more complex situation emerges at 65◦S. In JJA only the interaction term between max-366
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imum vorticity and genesis latitude has a significant regression coefficient demonstrating367
that maximum vorticity is not a dominant factor influencing moisture transport at the368
Antarctic coastline in SH winter. In contrast in DJF there is a statistically significant369
negative regression coefficient between ETC maximum vorticity and |MMFETC| at 65◦S370
demonstrating that the strongest ETCs transport the least moisture onto the Antarctic371
continent.372
5. Cyclone Composites
Cyclone composites of MMF, TCWV and MSLP are now considered. Firstly this en-373
ables us to determine how the spatial pattern of the MMF, TCWV and MSLP relative to374
the ETC center depend on genesis latitude, maximum intensity and poleward propaga-375
tion speed. Secondly, by considering TCWV and MSLP in addition to MMF it is possible376
to estimate the relative importance of moisture availability and system relative winds in377
contributing to MMF. Finally, by considering composites at different stages of ETC devel-378
opment, it is possible to ascertain if the relationships between genesis latitude, maximum379
intensity, propagation speed and MMF identified in section 4 apply throughout the ETC380
life cycle. However, it should be noted that in contrast to the results presented in section381
5, where the moisture flux at certain latitudes was considered, the cyclone composites382
presented here contain cyclones at the same time relative to their maximum intensity and383
hence the cyclones are located at a range of latitudes.384
The ETC composites 24 hours before the time of maximum intensity (Figures 7 and 8)385
show that for all bins the MMF has a maximum downstream of the ETC center in the386
warm sector where the TCWV has its largest values. However, the MMF, TCWV and387
MSLP spatial patterns vary significantly between the different bins in both JJA and DJF.388
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ETCs which have their genesis latitudes equatorward of 35◦S have weak horizontal389
pressure gradients and symmetrical MSLP patterns, yet large values of poleward MMF390
in JJA (Figure 7c) and even more so in DJF (Figure 8c). In JJA, the TCWV values391
downstream and equatorward of the ETC center exceed 30 kg m−2, and 50 kg m−2 in392
DJF, demonstrating that the large poleward MMF is primarily due to large values of393
local moisture rather than strong meridional system relative winds. In both JJA and394
DJF, ETCs with genesis latitudes in the mid-latitudes (Figures 7b and 8b) have stronger395
MSLP gradients and thus stronger system relative meridional winds than ETCs with396
genesis regions closer to the equator (composites of 900-hPa wind speed are shown in397
Figures S2 and S3 of the supporting material). However, the MMF is still reduced as398
the TCWV is much lower which indicates that the availability of moisture still dominates399
the MMF pattern. For ETCs with genesis latitudes close to the poles, the MSLP pattern400
indicates a more zonal flow which combined with the very low values of TCWV in these401
regions leads to weak MMF (Figures 7a and 8a).402
In JJA and DJF, the ETC composites with the strongest maximum vorticity (Figures403
7f and 8f) have strong MSLP gradients downstream of the ETC center co-located with404
high values of TCWV. In comparison to the composite ETCs with the most equatorward405
genesis regions (Figures 7c and 8c) or the fastest propagation speeds (Figures 7i and 8i),406
the composite ETCs with the strongest maximum intensity have stronger MSLP gradients407
and more meridional flow upstream of the ETC center. This results in a considerable408
amount of equatorward moisture transport which decreases the net poleward MMF. In409
both JJA and DJF, the average intensity composite ETCs (Figures 7e and 8e) and the410
weakest ETCs (Figures 7d and 8d) have very similar TCWV values. Thus, the weaker411
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MMF in the weakest ETC composite is due to weaker MSLP gradients and weaker system412
relative winds (see Figures S1 and S2).413
ETCs which move the fastest (Figures 7i and 8i) have a different MSLP and TCWV414
structure compare to the other ”top” bins (Figures 7a,d and 8a,d). In both JJA and DJF,415
the fastest moving ETC composites do not have a closed low associated with them. In-416
stead, these ETCs resemble frontal waves and have large values of poleward MMF over a417
meridionally extensive but zonally narrow area. Furthermore, the ETCs with the fastest418
poleward propagation speed do not have any equatorward MMF on the upstream side419
of the cyclone. In contrast, the slowest moving ETCs have closed low pressure centers420
and broader areas of high TCWV. However, the large values of MMF associated with the421
fastest moving ETCs are likely enhanced by the large-scale, low-frequency flow that these422
ETCs may be embedded in. Binder et al. [2017] analyzed an ETC which lead to extreme423
poleward heat transport and concluded one reason for this was the superposition of ETCs424
(synoptic-scale variability) and a stationary anticyclone (low-frequency variability). Sim-425
ilarly, in an idealized study Tamarin and Kaspi [2017] show that the poleward deflection426
of the ETCs can be affected by stationary waves and thus low-frequency variability likely427
affects the poleward propagation speed of ETCs. However, an in-depth analysis of the428
low-frequency flow contribution to the poleward movement of ETCs and their MMF is429
beyond the scope of the current study.430
The composites are only shown 24 hours before the time of maximum intensity, however,431
the time dependence of the composite spatial mean TCWV and MMF are shown in Figure432
9 for JJA and Figure 10 for DJF. For each bin and offset time (i.e. each composite), the433
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spatial mean TCWV and MMF, weighted by grid area, is calculated over the circular 11434
(DJF) or 12 (JJA) degree radius cap centered on each composite.435
In JJA and DJF, TCWV and MMF are largest for ETCs with genesis latitudes closest to436
the equator at all offset times. Statistically significant positive linear relationships between437
mean TCWV and genesis latitude and mean MMF and genesis latitude are present at all438
offset times (Table 4) demonstrating that the relationship found between genesis latitude439
and MMF in section 4 is valid throughout the ETC life cycle. For all genesis latitude bins,440
TCWV and MMF decrease in a similar manner with increasing offset time which strongly441
indicates that the relationship between genesis latitude and MMF is primarily driven by442
moisture availability. However, TCWV has a maximum value at -48 hrs whereas MMF443
peaks at -24 hrs which suggests that in the developing part of the life cycle, the system444
relative winds or system speed can play a secondary role in determining the MMF.445
In comparison to the genesis latitude bins, the variation of mean TCWV with maxi-446
mum vorticity is small at all offset times in both JJA (Figure 9c) and DJF (Figure 10c).447
TCWV decreases with increasing offset time for all bins but the rate of decrease is greater448
for stronger ETCs: at -48 and -24 hrs, TCWV is higher in the strongest ETCs but at449
later offset times, TCWV is higher for weaker ETCs. Consequently, in JJA, there is no450
statistically significant relationship between TCWV and maximum vorticity at -48, -24 or451
0 hours but at both 24 and 48 hours, there is a statistically significant negative correlation452
(Table 4). Similarly in DJF, a significant positive linear relationship exists at -48 hours453
and statistically significant negative relationships occur at 0, 24 and 48 hours. Despite the454
lack of significant positive relationship between TCWV and maximum vorticity, the mean455
MMF does increase with maximum vorticity in the early stages of the ETC life cycle.456
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Positive statistically significant linear relationships exists between MMF and maximum457
vorticity -48, -24 and +48 hours in JJA and at -48, -24 and 0 hours in DJF. Thus, it can458
be concluded that the positive correlation between MMF and maximum vorticity must459
be primarily due to variations in the meridional wind field. Given that the positive linear460
regression between maximum vorticity and MMF is only present during the intensification461
part of the ETC life cycle it is likely that the masking method, which includes all stages of462
the ETC simultaneously, will underestimate the correlation between maximum intensity463
and MMF.464
The mean TCWV of the ETC composites with different speeds also decreases with465
increasing offset time for both JJA and DJF (figures 9e, 10e). The fastest moving ETCs466
experience a more rapid decrease in TCWV than the slowest moving ETCs as the fastest467
ETCs rapidly travel to higher latitudes where climatologically the TCWV is lower. This468
results in negative statistically significant linear relationships between speed and TCWV469
at 0, +24 and +48 hours in both DJF and JJA (Table 4). At -48 and -24 hrs, there are470
weak positive or negative correlations between TCWV and speed in JJA, but despite this471
MMF increases greatly with increasing speed and strong significant positive correlations472
are evident between MMF and ETC speed in both DJF and JJA. This demonstrates that473
before the ETCs reach their maximum intensity the correlation between MMF and speed474
is not driven by moisture availability and consequently must be due to either system475
relative winds (as suggested by Figures 7i and 8i) or the system propagation speed (which476
may be influenced by low-frequency variability and stationary waves) or a combination477
of both. MMF peaks at -24 hours for all speed bins in both JJA and DJF and decreases478
after this. As was the case with TCWV, the MMF decreases faster with offset time for479
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the fastest moving ETCs than for the slowest moving ETCs (figures 9f, 10f). After the480
time of maximum intensity negative correlations exist between speed and both TCWV481
and MMF indicating that the correlation between MMF and speed is driven by moisture482
availability.483
6. Discussion and Conclusions
We investigate meridional moisture transport by synoptic-scale, extra-tropical cyclones484
in the Southern Hemisphere in all seasons but with more in depth analysis performed485
for summer (DJF) and winter (JJA). We identify and track Southern Hemisphere extra-486
tropical cyclones (ETCs) in ERA-Interim reanalysis data and calculate the vertically487
integrated meridional moisture flux (MMF) associated with ETCs.488
We determine which ETC characteristics exert the strongest control on the amount of489
moisture transported polewards per cyclone. In SH winter, at 50◦S, the ETC genesis490
latitude is most important in determining the poleward moisture flux, closely followed491
by the ETC poleward propagation speed whereas ETC maximum vorticity only exerts492
a weak control on the MMF. Near the Antarctic coastline, at 65◦S, the most influential493
ETC characteristic is the ETC poleward propagation speed and again ETC maximum494
relative vorticity is found to be the least influential ETC characteristic. These results495
were not sensitive to the choice of ETC radius. In SH summer very similar results are496
found at 50◦S as in winter and at 65◦S ETC poleward propagation speed remains the497
most dominant ETC characteristic influencing the MMF per ETC. However, at 65◦ in SH498
summer, there is a statistically significant negative correlation between ETC maximum499
vorticity and MMF per ETC and no longer a significant relationship between genesis500
latitude and MMF per ETC.501
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We thus conclude that ETC poleward propagation speed has the strongest influence on502
ETC MMF, particularly at high latitudes, and that ETCs which travel quickly from low to503
high-latitudes are responsible for considerably more MMF to Antarctica than those which504
travel poleward slowly. This is likely because the moisture moves with the ETC as it trav-505
els polewards and is subject to less dilution and cycling. However, the poleward MMF of506
the fastest moving ETCs may be enhanced by transport by the low frequency background507
flow in which the ETCs is embedded within. This result suggests that if ETC tracks508
become more meridional in the future and hence if ETCs move poleward faster then the509
MMF due to ETCs would increase. Tamarin-Brodsky and Kaspi [2017] applied TRACK510
to CMIP5 models and showed that there is an increase in the latitudinal displacement511
of storms under global warming in all storm track regions (their Figure 3). Furthermore,512
Uotila et al. [2013] showed that the track orientation of ETCs near the Antarctic coastline513
become more meridional when the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) is positive and Mar-514
shall [2003] showed the SAM has exhibited a positive trend in recent years. Combined515
with our results, which indicate that cyclones with more meridional tracks transport more516
moisture, these earlier results could imply that in the future, poleward moisture transport,517
and in particular moisture transport to Antarctic may increase.518
Our results also show that in the mid-latitudes genesis latitude exerts a strong control519
on MMFETC which means that if ETC genesis regions move polewards, then the MMFETC520
would decrease. However, in DJF the correlation between genesis latitude and ETC MMF521
decreases towards the pole, indicating that the MMF associated with a ETC near the522
Antarctic coastline is only weakly influenced by the environment in which it forms. This523
in turn suggests that by the time the ETC reaches Antarctica, the original sub-tropical524
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moist air is almost completely diluted by moisture evaporated from higher latitudes, a525
consequence of continuous cycling of moisture within the ETC itself.526
Composites of ETCs elucidate the reason that propagation speed exerts the dominant527
control on ETC MMF. First, fast moving ETCs resembles a frontal wave whereas the most528
intense ETCs and the ETCs with the lowest latitude genesis region both have closed low529
pressure centers. Second, the most intense ETCs and the ETCs originating at the lowest530
latitudes exhibit a MMF dipole with poleward MMF downstream, and equatorward MMF531
upstream, of their vorticity center whereas the fastest moving ETCs only exhibit poleward532
MMF and thus greater net MMF.533
The time evolution of the correlations between ETC characteristics and the TCWV and534
MMF averaged over the ETC composites clarify the physical reasons for the relationships535
identified between ETC MMF and ETC characteristics. The correlation between genesis536
latitude and both TCWV and poleward MMF is strong throughout the entire ETC life537
cycle demonstrating that this relationship is driven by moisture availability. Thus, for538
an average strength ETC with average propagation velocity, local moisture availability539
dominates its MMF at all stages. No positive correlation between maximum vorticity540
and TCWV is found at any point of the ETC life cycle which is consistent with Rudeva541
and Gulev [2011] who found that the absolute value of precipitable water (PW) in the542
warm sector of their composite cyclones did not vary with cyclone intensity (their Figure543
8c). Despite the lack of dependence of TCWV on ETC intensity, there is a positive544
correlation between maximum vorticity and MMF during the intensification stage (the545
MMF approximately doubles from weakest to strongest ETCs) which is driven by the546
system relative winds. The correlation between ETC poleward propagation speed and547
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TCWV changes sign during the ETC life cycle in JJA and becomes more negative in548
DJF as TCWV decreases more rapidly for the fastest moving ETCs. Similar results549
were reported by Rudeva and Gulev [2011] who also created ETC composites for different550
lysis regions and show that cyclones which moved the farthest polewards see the largest551
decrease in PW whereas those with the most zonal tracks have the smallest decrease in552
PW. During the developing stages the net poleward MMF approximately triples from553
slowest to fastest ETCs with increasing ETC speed whereas TCWV only increases by554
about 25% indicating that moisture availability does not drive the very strong correlation555
identified between ETC speed and MMF.556
Climate models do not agree on how SH ETCs or Antarctic precipitation will respond557
to climate change [Bengtsson et al., 2006]. In general they predict an increase in Antarctic558
precipitation [Trenberth et al., 2003; Frieler et al., 2015] but large spatial and seasonal559
variations exist in the predicted precipitation changes [Bracegirdle et al., 2008]. Some560
models predict a reduction in the number of cyclones but with an increase in the number561
of intense cyclones [Geng and Sugi , 2003; Lambert and Fyfe, 2006]. There is some ob-562
servational evidence to support this [Pezza and Ambrizzi , 2003]. The main result of this563
study — that ETC propagation speed exerts the strongest control on how much moisture564
a given extra tropical cyclone can transport polewards — suggest that in addition to fu-565
ture changes in ETC number and intensity, changes in ETC track orientation should be566
investigated. However, as current climate models have large biases in the location and567
strength of the SH storm track [e.g. Barnes and Polvani , 2013] accurately quantifying568
how ETC track orientation, and hence the meridional moisture flux, is likely to change in569
the future, will be challenging.570
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One aspect which was not considered in the current study is the potential role low-571
frequency variability can play in influencing moisture transport by ETCs. The partitioning572
of the synoptic and low-frequency components will form the subject of future work and573
will allow a link between weather diagnostics and climate variables to be made.574
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Figure 1. Schematic demonstrating the MMF associated with (a) ETC-relative airflows,
(b) ETC track orientations and (c) ETC genesis latitudes. (b) and (c) overlaid on 1979-2014
annual mean total column water vapor (TCWV). The width of the arrows indicate the relative
magnitude of the MMF.
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Figure 2. Sensitivity of the annual and zonal mean (calculated over 35 years of ERA-Interim
data) net ETC-related meridional moisture flux due to the definition of the ETC radius for (a)
JJA and (b) DJF. Blue lines show an ETC radius of 8 degrees, orange lines 10 degrees, yellow
lines 11 degrees, and purple lines 12 degrees.
Table 1. Bins used to determine the effect of maximum vorticity, the genesis latitude and
the poleward propagation velocity of ETCs on the ETC-related meridional moisture transport.
The divisions between the bins were determined by first analyzing probability density functions
(PDFs) of each predictor variable.
Bin Max vorticity Genesis Latitude Poleward Velocity
(s−1) (◦S) (degrees per day)
1 1.0 – 5.0 ×10−5 > 67.5 0 – 2
2 5.0 – 6.5 ×10−5 62.5 – 67.5 2 – 4
3 6.5 – 8.0 ×10−5 55.0 - 62.5 4 – 6
4 8.0 – 9.5 ×10−5 45.0 - 55.0 6 – 8
5 9.5 – 10.5 ×10−5 35.0 – 45.0 8 – 10
6 >10.5 ×10−5 <35.0 >10
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Table 2. Regression coefficients for simple linear regression conducted between the stan-
dardized predictors and the zonally averaged ETC-related MMF per ETC mask, |MMFETC| at
different latitudes in JJA and DJF. Predictors are centered on their mean values and normalized
by their standard deviation. Values in bold are statistically significant at the 99% level. Italic
values are statistically significant at the 95% level.
latitude genesis lat genesis lat vorticity vorticity speed speed
JJA DJF JJA DJF JJA DJF
40◦S 34.72 36.03 0.92 14.26 37.79 46.02
45◦S 35.43 43.84 0.44 9.56 34.52 45.22
50◦S 30.54 39.80 0.96 4.31 27.54 37.99
55◦S 24.29 26.61 2.88 1.84 19.12 27.34
60◦S 14.40 10.35 3.02 -0.11 12.80 18.41
65◦S 7.28 2.65 2.21 -1.03 7.86 10.96
70◦S 2.97 0.54 1.28 -0.33 3.92 4.69
75◦S 1.65 0.54 1.07 0.74 1.99 1.85
Table 3. Regression coefficients for multiple linear regression conducted between the stan-
dardize predictors and the zonally averaged ETC-related MMF per ETC mask, |MMFETC| at
different latitudes in JJA and DJF. Predictors are centered on their mean values and normalized
by their standard deviation. Values in bold are statistically significant at the 99% level. Italic
values are statistically significant at the 95% level.
Season JJA DJF
Latitude 50◦S 65◦S 50◦S 65◦S
90-genesis lat 1.89 1.00 2.99 0.14
vorticity 0.80 -0.01 3.50 -0.73
speed 5.83 2.46 5.69 2.59
vorticity:speed -0.78 -0.16 -0.34 -0.15
vorticity:90-genesis lat -0.75 -0.37 -0.88 -1.40
speed:90-genesis lat -0.43 4.4×10−3 -0.67 0.32
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Figure 3. Zonally averaged (a) total meridional moisture flux, MMFTOT , and (b) ETC-related
meridional moisture flux, MMFETC, assuming a radius of 12 degrees in all seasons except DJF
where 11 degrees is used, for DJF (red), MAM (orange), JJA (yellow) and SON (purple). Solid
lines in (b) show meridional moisture flux due to all ETCs, dashed lines show meridional moisture
flux due to poleward moving ETCs. (c) and (d) shows the ratio of ETC MMF to total MMF
(solid lines) and the zonal mean occurrence of ETC masks at each latitude (dashed lines) for JJA
and DJF respectively. Blues lines show ratios when all ETCs are considered and orange lines
show ratios when only poleward moving ETCs are considered.
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Figure 4. Relationship between ETC characteristics and zonally averaged ETC-related MMF
per ETC mask, |MMFETC| at (a) 50◦S and (b) 65◦S for JJA (solid lines) and DJF (dashed lines).
Predictor variables are centered on their mean and normalized by their standard deviation. The
ETC characteristics are poleward propagation velocity (blue), maximum cyclonic vorticity (red),
and genesis latitude (black). Genesis latitude is represented by 90 - genesis latitude (distance
from south pole). Only poleward moving ETCs are included. Slope coefficients are shown in
Table 1. Note the different y-axis between the two panels.
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Figure 5. JJA: log10 of the ratio between MMF per ETC for a given bin, i, |MMFETC|i, and
the MMF per ETC for all ETCs, |MMFETC|. Top row: different genesis latitudes. (a) south of
62.5◦S, (b) 45–62.5◦S and (c) north of 45◦S. Middle row: different maximum 850-hPa relative
vorticity. (d) less than 6.5 ×10−5 s−1, (e) 6.5 ×10−5–9.5 ×10−5 s−1, (f) greater than 9.5 ×10−5
s−1. Bottom row: different meridional speed. (g) less than 4 degrees latitude per day, (h) 4 –
8 degrees latitude per day, (i) greater than 8 degrees latitude per day. Only poleward moving
ETCs are considered. Grey areas are where the ratio (|MMFETC|i / |MMFETC|) is negative or
over Antarctica.
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Figure 6. DJF: log10 of the ratio between MMF per ETC for a given bin, i, |MMFETC|i, and
the MMF per ETC for all ETCs, |MMFETC|. Top row: different genesis latitudes. (a) south of
62.5◦S, (b) 45–62.5◦S and (c) north of 45◦S. Middle row: different maximum 850-hPa relative
vorticity. (d) less than 6.5 ×10−5 s−1, (e) 6.5 ×10−5–9.5 ×10−5 s−1, (f) greater than 9.5 ×10−5
s−1. Bottom row: different meridional speed. (g) less than 4 degrees latitude per day, (h) 4 –
8 degrees latitude per day, (i) greater than 8 degrees latitude per day. Only poleward moving
ETCs are considered. Grey areas are where the ratio (|MMFETC|i / |MMFETC|) is negative or
over Antarctica.
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Figure 7. Composites of the meridional moisture flux (shading, kg m−1s−1), MSLP (black
contours, hPa) and TCWV (red contours, kg m−2) for ETCs occurring in JJA 24 hours before
the time of maximum vorticity. Different genesis latitude bins (a-c), maximum vorticity bins
(d-f) and speed bins (g-i). Left column shows bin 2, center column bin 4 and right column bin
6. See Table 1 for bin definitions.
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 7 except for DJF and with a radius of 11 degrees.
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Figure 9. Mean total column water vapor (TCWV) and net vertically integrated meridional
moisture flux (MMF) per unit area for cyclones in JJA as a function of time for different genesis
latitude bins (a, b), different maximum vorticity bins (c,d) and different speed bins (e,f). Black
solid lines: bin 1, red solid lines: bin 2, blue solid lines: bin3, black dashed lines: bin 4, red
dashed lines: bin 5 and blue dashed lines: bin 6. See Table 1 for bin categories.D R A F T February 8, 2019, 8:55am D R A F T
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Figure 10. Storm averaged total column water vapor (TCWV) and vertically integrated
meridional moisture flux (MMF) for cyclones in DJF (radius equal to 11 degrees) as a function
of time for different genesis latitude bins (a, b), different maximum vorticity bins (c,d) and
different speed bins (e,f). Black solid lines: bin 1, red solid lines: bin 2, blue solid lines: bin3,
black dashed lines: bin 4, red dashed lines: bin 5 and blue dashed lines: bin 6. See Table 1 for
bin categories.
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Table 4. Regression coefficients for TCVW and MMF from composite cyclones in JJA and
DJF. Values in bold are statistically significant at the 99% level.
Variable TCWV MMF
offset time (hr) genesis lat vorticity speed genesis lat vorticity speed
JJA
-48 7.94 1.34 1.52 28.07 11.84 39.30
-24 6.95 0.54 0.25 33.02 19.73 39.85
0 5.72 -0.49 -1.31 31.22 8.58 11.18
24 5.33 -0.91 -1.78 27.64 3.57 -3.17
48 4.73 -0.86 -1.86 23.16 3.26 -8.16
DJF
-48 13.99 1.32 -0.54 34.76 15.00 32.48
-24 12.66 0.50 -1.07 38.59 25.52 44.48
0 11.06 -0.72 -1.01 37.32 9.19 9.88
24 10.25 -1.14 -0.98 35.54 -1.32 -10.09
48 9.46 -1.24 -0.94 33.32 -2.70 16.25
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